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February 7th, 2022  
 

A time for some humility and patience… 

The large cap equity averages managed to put in their second straight week of gains last week, after an 

opening four-week window that pushed the Nasdaq and S&P 500 into correction territory of -10% or greater.  

As nice as it was to see the downward slide abate and the major averages find their footing, it is more than a 

bit disconcerting to see price swings in mega-cap companies that typically are only witnessed in small/micro-

cap stocks.  I’m talking about the -26% one day plunge in Meta (formerly called Facebook) last Thursday 

that resulted in the largest one-day slide in market cap for any company in history, which was then followed 

up the next day with another company moving wildly in the opposite direction with Amazon rallying more 

than 15% in a single day – logging the largest one-day market cap gain in history.  If nothing else, the fact 

that trillion-dollar market cap companies are seeing their share prices whip around like penny stocks is a 

signal from Mr. Market telling investors to tread cautiously, reduce position sizes, and de-risk their portfolio 

to the lower end of their risk parameters.   

 

I want to be clear with this advice, as I’m seeing plenty of calls for a market crash, imminent recession, 

and/or the doomsday scenario, which while all are possible, that remains a lower probability outcome at this 

time.  So, be measured and balanced with any portfolio adjustments you make in these turbulent times.  

Don’t allow yourself to get into the mentality of thinking you have to make all or nothing bets.  Be patient.  

Be attentive. Be vigilant.  For the time being, focus more on preserving the gains you’ve accrued in your 

portfolio over the past two years than trying to expand upon them.  Many of the tailwinds that assisted in 

driving those gains over the past two years have flipped to become headwinds: growth accelerating – now 

decelerating, profit growth accelerating – now decelerating, massive fiscal stimulus – now a massive fiscal 

cliff, high unemployment on its way to low unemployment – low unemployment now with not much more 

improvement to be made, accommodative Fed policy – now becoming much more restrictive, low and rising 

inflation – now high and plateauing, low and rising commodity prices – now high and still rising… 

 

You get the point – the market began pricing in this transition as far back as mid-November in many parts of 

the capital markets, but now it is catching up with the major asset classes that so many people focus on.  We 

are at a point in the capital market set-up where risk management is more important than return 

enhancement.  Down the road this pendulum will shift back in the other direction, but this moment calls 

more for the former than the latter with an equal dose of patience. 

 

In the driver’s seat of this repricing across capital markets is a shift by central banks everywhere from easing 

to tightening.  Last week the Bank of England raised rates for the second time in its tightening cycle, and 

ECB President Christine Lagarde indicated that they may get in the hiking game by year-end.  Markets have 

already repriced for two ECB hikes this year of 10-basis points apiece, which is a big pivot from just two 

months ago where such an outcome was highly improbable.  As a result, you have interest rates across 
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Europe racing higher with German Bund yields going positive from the 5-year part of the curve out to the 

30-year.  The last time the 5-year Bund was in positive territory was back in 2018.  10-year JGB’s in Japan 

have pushed up to six-year highs at 0.2%.   

 

This is a rather dramatic and worldwide repricing of interest rates which has managed to crater the volume of 

negative-yielding global debt all the way down to $5 trillion from nearly $20 trillion two years ago.  The Fed 

Funds Futures market is now pricing in a little more than five rate hikes by the Fed in 2022, and this has 

shifted yields across the entirety of the U.S. yield curve higher (see chart below from Jurrien Timmer).        
 

 
 

However, this latest lurch higher in U.S. Treasury yields has me excited to pick-up longer dated Treasuries in 

a more aggressive fashion from current levels.  The 10-year Treasury is pushing above 1.90% and could be 

on its way to 2.25%, but I’m of the view that the markets are pushing too far on the aggressive tightening 

path over the next twelve months.  Any move higher from here and I’m happy to fade it, and am doing so by 

increasing exposure to Treasuries across the curve while leaning a little heavier on the longer-end.  Let me 

reiterate that I don’t view these positions in portfolios as long-term commitments, but rather risk 

management and diversification rentals that I expect will generate positive total returns over the next 4 – 8 

months.  This is a window where our work suggests the U.S. economy will be going through a pretty 

significant downshift in growth, a peak in inflation pressures, and a Fed that will be forced to walk back this 

latest spike higher in tightening expectations.    

 

I’m not saying the Fed cannot or will not hike interest rates.  They will, but I don’t think they will get five 

hikes in before year-end.  The price action in the equity market is suggesting as much.  So is the weakening 

in U.S. economic data, and the most recent price signal that I’ve been waiting for confirmation from is the 

corporate credit market, and that has started to move in a concerning direction over the last several weeks.  

High yield spreads have widened out to 357 basis points from roughly 300 basis points at the start of the 

year.  The narrative is that we are in an economic boom, profits are high, and unemployment is low, but this 
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backwards-looking view is inconsistent with the credit markets moving in the direction of pricing in rising 

credit risks.  The average interest rate in the high yield bond space is up over 100-basis points this year, and 

has topped 5.3% for the first time since October 2020. 

 

Widening credit spreads along with weaker equity prices and higher short- and long-term interest rates have 

all contributed to the Financial Conditions Index tightening by about 75-basis points this year, or the 

equivalent of three rate hikes – and this is all before the Fed has even lifted a finger. 

 

In this volatile and highly uncertain environment, I want to be clear in conveying that there are a lot of 

nuances in how I see the investment backdrop at the moment.  While I do think the risk/reward setup for the 

broad equity market is currently poor, one has to acknowledge that with the Russell 2000 down almost -18% 

from its highs, the Nasdaq down roughly -13% from its highs, the S&P 500 slipping into a -10% decline two 

weeks ago, credit spreads widening, interest rates spiking, and the U.S. dollar plateauing – this phase 

transition in growth/inflation/policy is surely getting priced in.  To my eyes, what is unknown at this point is 

whether this will end up being a soft landing that then reaccelerates in the second-half of this year, or 

whether we have a policy mistake in the making that perhaps goes too far in downshifting the U.S. economy 

into a recession.  I am more in the camp of the former than I am of the latter, and therefore one shouldn’t 

expect too much more downside pain than has already been experienced.  If it’s the latter, then I’m afraid to 

say that we’re just in the early innings of what’s to come. 

 

But let’s not get too far ahead of ourselves on that path for the moment, because there isn’t really a need to.  

A couple areas of the global capital markets that I think investors should be paying attention to that have 

flown under the radar this year are precious metals and international equities (emerging markets in 

particular).  As for gold, beauty really is in the eye of the beholder.  One could take the perspective that over 

the past 18 months, gold has failed miserably in validating itself as an inflation hedge.  Here we are with 

inflation printing multi-decade highs, and yet at $1,820/oz, gold is at the same price level it was trading at 

this same time last year. 

 

However, I would take a different perspective in admitting how surprised I am in that the price of gold is flat 

on the year and up nearly 5% since December 15th – which was the conclusion of a two-day Fed meeting 

where Powell and the FOMC began to ratchet up the aggressiveness of their tightening path.  Higher 

nominal- and real-interest rates have historically been kryptonite to gold in that it is a defensive asset, like 

Treasuries, but it does not pay interest.  So, as interest rates go up, investors are enticed to rotate more capital 

out of gold and into the higher cash generating reserve asset.  However, we have a bond market where 2-year 

Treasury yields have surged to 1.30% as it prices in five Fed rate hikes, and yet the price of gold steadily 

climbs.  I find this constructive price action – in the face of what one fundamentally and historically would 

have expected to be a negative setup – to be very interesting.  Two things come to mind as I think through 

this asset class: 

 

1. There is already a lot of bearishness and negativity towards gold, with many investors 

anticipating gold to fall in a tightening rate environment.  The following collection of news 

headlines curated by the team over at Incrementum provide a rather insightful gauge of just 

how negative sentiment towards gold is at the moment.    
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Now compare the collection of headlines above with the collection of headlines below, which were 

curated back in August 2020 as gold was pushing up near $2,100/oz.   
 

 

We’re talking about sentiment that is the polar opposite at the moment from where it was 

when gold was making all-time highs 18 months ago. 
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2. The second thing that comes to mind is that gold is looking ahead and anticipating that the Fed 

will before too long have to give up on its aggressive tightening crusade and revert back to the 

low rate / high liquidity / asset market backstopping role it played for much of the post-GFC 

recovery.  If you look back at the last tightening cycle, gold bottomed at roughly $1,100/oz in 

December of 2015, the precise month that the Fed hiked interest rates in that tightening cycle.  

In a nutshell, gold is growing more confident in calling the Fed’s bluff, and taking its position 

as a necessary asset for investors’ portfolios when looking at an extended era of financial 

repression.   

 

Let me end this week’s missive with the other area of the global capital markets that are displaying some 

impressive resilience thus far in 2021, and that is foreign equity markets.  Be it the MSCI All-Cap Weighted 

(excluding the U.S.) Index which is down -2% in 2022, or the MSCI Emerging Markets Index which is down 

-0.85% year-to-date – both are drastically outperforming the S&P 500 and Nasdaq in 2022.  Sure, I am 

making a case on a relative-loss basis in this comparison, so let’s not get too excited – but let me be clear in 

stating that I have been patiently waiting for a couple years now for the setup to align that could kick-off a 

multi-year run of foreign markets outperforming U.S. markets.  A necessary ingredient for this setup is a 

sustained U.S. dollar bear market.  With U.S. growth set to slow, we are entering a window where economic 

growth outside the U.S. will start to look better.  Add to this the twin deficit position of the U.S. with a 

negative (and growing) current account deficit and perpetual $1 trillion/year fiscal deficits, and we have the 

ingredients for a protracted weak-dollar cycle.   

 

At this moment, it’s still a little early to get overly aggressive in sizing up the international exposure in one’s 

portfolio, but more and more variables are coming together to justify such a shift.  Not to mention much 

more favorable valuations, but keep in mind valuations are an extremely objective metric and foreign 

markets have traded at a valuation discount to the U.S. for quite a while now.   

 

Some final thoughts to close... I think the U.S. equity market as measured by the S&P 500 is in a 

consolidation period at the moment as it tries to digest the recent downside volatility.  It’s been trading in a 

range of roughly 4,400 – 4,500 for two weeks now, with minor spurts above or below these levels.  It will 

break out of this range soon, and when it does, it will set up the next material trend in whichever direction 

that it breaks.  I think Treasury yields are nearing their short-term peaks here and now – as such, I am 

interested in further adding to this part of portfolio allocations.  Gold looks good, as does several other 

precious- and industrial-metals (platinum, palladium, and rare earths).  Lastly comes oil, which has just been 

white hot as it pushes north of $93/barrel as of this morning.  While I do think oil goes a lot higher in the 

intermediate- to long-term for a plethora of reasons, at this moment I think any further increase from these 

levels is incrementally more destructive to a vulnerable economic setup as it pressures inflation higher, keeps 

pressure on the Fed to tighten, and syphons money from consumers pocketbooks that won’t be spent 

elsewhere because of higher energy prices.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


